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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. BRIANA’S ROOM MORNING SUNRISE.

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The sun SHINES through

Briana’s bedroom window. BRIANA VIVOR Caucasian, 16 years

old, sassy, bossy, responsible, nice, bad temper, has blonde

hair and red streaks, 1 pink eye ,and 1 blue eye is sleeping

in her bed.

Suddenly her alarm clock RINGS. Briana wakes up from her

sleep and presses on her alarm clock turning it off. Briana

YAWNS and gets out of bed.

CUT TO

INT. BRIANA’S HOUSE BATHROOM

A SILHOUETTE of Briana is showering in the shower, with her

phone on the top of the toilet. Her PHONE RINGS and LIGHTS

up.

BRIANA VIVOR (O.S)

Hello?

BROOK BROOKLYN (V.O)

(Briana’s phone)

Hey, there head cheerleader.

BRIANA VIVOR (O.S)

Brook you silly goose. Of course, I

am the official head cheerleader,

so what’s up.

CUT TO

INT. BRIANA’S HOUSE KITCHEN

Later Briana is in the kitchen eating her breakfast while

talking on the phone with her friend Brook.

BROOK BROOKLYN (V.O)

(Briana’s phone)

The forecast isn’t pretty, another

alien invasion is coming, so be

prepared.

(CONTINUED)
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BRIANA VIVOR

Of course, I am prepared. My dads

are both Marines so they can get me

to school on time.

CUT TO

INT. BRIANA’S HOUSE FRONT DOOR

Briana picks up her backpack and puts it on her back.

BROOK BROOKLYN (V.O)

(Briana’s phone)

Don’t forget to not get abducted by

aliens on your way to school.

BRIANA VIVOR

(into her phone)

As if. Humans being abduction is so

1950s, besides earthlings are being

attacked by aliens every day.That’s

why we got the Anti-Alien

Annihilation Association to protect

us.

BROOK BROOKLYN (V.O)

(Briana’s phone)

That’s true, but be better be safe

then sorry.

BRIANA VIVOR

(smiles)

Alright. I will see you at school.

Briana presses on her phone to TURN IT OFF.

CUT TO

EXT. BRIANA’S HOUSE FRONT DOOR

Briana OPENS the door and exits out of the house. She CLOSES

the door behind her. The camera ZOOMS out to reveal all of

the alien spaceships are FIRING LASERS all over the place.

Buildings are on FIRE in the background, and PEOPLE are

running through the streets getting away from the ALIENS.

BRIANA VIVOR

It’s just another day here in

Woodworth.

Briana walks away from her house and walks down the street.

(CONTINUED)
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END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

FADE IN

EXT. STREETS OF WOODWORTH DAYTIME

HAPPY GUITAR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Briana is

walking to school on the sidewalk, while aliens are

attacking her city.

Suddenly an ALIEN SOLDIER with 4 arms comes in front of her

pointing his laser blasters at her. Briana smiles and

takes a can of Alien Be Gone Spray out of her backpack. She

SPRAYS the can at the alien in the face. His eyes WATER and

he ROARS in pain. He runs away from her and CRASHES into a

gas truck and EXPLODES on impact.

Briana continues to walk to school. Alien spaceships CRASH

land onto the streets and soldiers FIRE LASERS at the other

incoming aliens on the streets.

RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Good morning Woodworth, this is day

10950 of the alien invasion that

hit Earth. And it marks the 30th

anniversary where the aliens

continue to invade Earth. Through

the invasion, our technology has

advanced.

CUT TO

EXT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL

Briana walks up towards the force field around her high

school.

Briana takes out her student card and presses against the

force field. A door OPENS up on the force field and Briana

walks through it, and CLOSE behind her.

RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O)

We are using alien technology to us

for use, and against the aliens.

An alien runs into the force field and BOUNCE off of it.

CUT TO
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INT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAY

In the hallways of Woodworth High school the hall is filled

with STUDENTS.

RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O)

And with the aliens continuing to

invade Earth, there is no end in

sight, life has to move on.

Briana walks up to her locker. Briana OPENS her locker and

puts her backpack in her locker. Her boyfriend LEVI SPENCER

18 years old, Caucasian, cool, smooth, friendly, muscular,

goofy, has green eyes and blonde hair walks up to Briana.

LEVI SPENCER

There’s my number 1 cheerleader.

BRIANA VIVOR

(smiles)

And there is my Cute Quarterback.

Briana and Levi kiss each other on the lips.

LEVI SPENCER

So how does it feel to be the head

cheerleader?

BRIANA VIVOR

(smiles)

Like a dream come true. I am

waiting for this my entire life. I

can’t wait to get started.

LEVI SPENCER

What time do you start?

Suddenly the school bell RINGS.

BRIANA VIVOR

Right now by the way. I will see

you at lunch.

Briana and Levi both kiss each other. Briana walks down the

hall to the gym.

FADE TO
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INT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL GYM

In the gym BROOK BROOKLYN 16 years old, African American,

sassy, curious, stylish, nice, creative, has orange eyes and

black hair, WANDA VERISON 16 years old, Asian, responsible,

caring, smooth, pretty, has short black hair, and brown

eyes, and JASPER JASPER 15 years old Caucasian, homosexual

perky, hyperactive, shy, easily scared, has blonde curly

hair and blue eyes are in the middle of the gym doing

stretches.

The doors to the gym OPENS, and Briana walks into the gym.

Jasper gets scared by the open door and SCREAMS and leaps

into the air.

JASPER JASPER

Sorry Briana you startled me.

BRIANA VIVOR

I can’t believe you are on our

cheerleading squad.

BROOK BROOKLYN

Is either him or the girl with the

unpopable zit.

WANDA VERISON

Briana did you got our new routine

ready?

BRIANA VIVOR

Yes I did. I worked on it all

night.

Briana takes out the big pad of paper from her backpack and

shows her cheerleader drill to the others.

The diagram shows drawings of the cheerleaders doing

cartwheels.

BRIANA VIVOR (O.S)

First, we will have the 3 of us

cartwheeling across the gym.

Then an arrow points down to another diagram where the

cheerleaders leap into the air while shaking their pompoms.

BRIANA VIVOR (O.S)

Then we shall leap into the air

shaking our pompoms with glitter

coming out from them.

(CONTINUED)
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Then another arrow points down to another diagram where the

male cheerleader lifts up all of the female cheerleaders in

the air.

BRIANA VIVOR (O.S)

Then we will finish off with Jasper

lifting all of us into the air like

a giant upside-down pyramid.

RETURN TO SCENE

JASPER JASPER

(disagrees)

What no way, I am not lifting you

girls up in the air like that.

WANDA VERISON

(disguised)

Oh please Jasper you’ve been to the

gym you can totally lift all of us

up.

JASPER JASPER

Not like that, you guys weighed a

ton.

BROOK BROOKLYN

That counts as an insult. No wonder

you don’t have a girlfriend.

JASPER JASPER

How about I stand on 2 of you,

while another one of you goes on my

shoulders.

WANDA VERISON

Not going to happen.

BRIANA VIVOR

Could we at least get out routine

down before something else happens.

Suddenly Briana’s cellphone RINGS. Briana gets annoyed by

her cellphone.

BRIANA VIVOR

Oh, what now?

Briana takes her cellphone out and puts it up against her

ear.

(CONTINUED)
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BRIANA VIVOR

(into her cellphone)

Hello? Dads?!!

FADE TO

INT. BRIANA’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM LATER

Later at Briana’s house Briana’s fathers SGT FREDDY VIVOR in

his 40’s, Caucasian, homosexual, serious, responsible,tough,

strong, has a buzz cut hairstyle and blue eyes, and PVT RICK

VIVOR in his late 40’s, handsome, smart, smooth, serious,

responsible, bald, and has green eyes, are standing in front

of Briana who is sitting on the living room couch.

PVT RICK VIVOR

Briana Paige Vivor you’re in a lot

of trouble.

BRIANA VIVOR

What am I in trouble for?

SGT FREDDY VIVOR

For not taking your brother to

school, and leaving him at home all

alone all morning.

JAY VIVOR 5 years old, Caucasian, kind, caring, tricky,

playful, has freckles on his face, has green eyes, and

blonde hair comes out from behind his fathers.

JAY VIVOR

Hey Briana. You’re in trouble.

BRIANA VIVOR

Shut up shrimp.

SGT FREDDY VIVOR

Don’t you dare use that behavior

like that to your brother.

BRIANA VIVOR

Oh come on, we’re not related by

blood.

PVT RICK VIVOR

Briana, you were adopted too, and

like it or not you are brother and

sister.

(CONTINUED)
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SGT FREDDY VIVOR

(mad)

And as you are the big sister, you

need to take better care for your

brother.

PVT RICK VIVOR

From now on before you go to

school, you’ll be taking your

brother to school, and taking him

back home after school.

BRIANA VIVOR

(mad)

What? No way!!!

SGT FREDDY VIVOR

(mad)

Yes you are. If you don’t take your

brother to school on time tomorrow.

We will force you to quit the cheer

leading team.

BRIANA VIVOR

WHAT?!!!! You can’t do that?

PVT RICK VIVOR

Yes, we can. Now we have important

business to attend to, while you

look after your brother.

Pvt Rick and Sgt Freddy walk out of the living room. Briana

crosses her arms in anger. Jay hugs Briana and smiles up to

her. Briana is disguised and pushes Jay away from her.

FADE TO

INT. BRIANA’S ROOM MORNING SUNRISE THE NEXT DAY

The next day the sun rises over the horizon. Briana’s alarm

RINGS waking her up. Briana wakes up from her sleep and

presses on her phone to turn off the alarm.

BRIANA VIVOR

(sighs)

Alright...Let’s get this over with.

Briana gets up out of her bed and walks out of her bedroom.

CUT TO
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INT. BRIANA’S HOUSE HALLWAY

Briana walks up to her little brother’s bedroom door and was

about to knock on it and then has a second thought.

BRIANA VIVOR (V.O)

You know what, I don’t care what my

dads say, I’m not getting Jay up,

he can do it on his own.

Briana walks away from her brother’s bedroom door.

CUT TO

EXT. BRIANA’S HOUSE FRONT DOOR

In front of Briana’s house is Levi who is waiting for

Briana. The door opens and Briana walks out the door. Levi

has a confuse look on his face wondering where Jay is.

LEVI SPENCER

Aren’t you supposed to take Jay to

school?

BRIANA VIVOR

Jay can take care of himself. Now

come on we’re going to be late.

Briana holds onto Levi’s hand and they both walk to school.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF WOODWORTH DAYTIME

In the streets of Woodworth LASERS are firing through the

sky. Soldiers in the streets are fighting off alien

soldiers. Levi and Briana are on the sidewalk walking to

school.

LEVI SPENCER

Are you sure that Jay will be fine

by himself?

BRIANA VIVOR

Of course, he’ll be. What’s the

worse that could happen.

Suddenly an alien spaceship CRASHES down into Briana’s

street. A big EXPLOSION comes out of nowhere and Briana and

Levi turn their selves around to look into the distance.

They see SMOKE coming from Briana’s house.

(CONTINUED)
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LEVI SPENCER

Isn’t that your street?

BRIANA VIVOR

Yes, it is...JAY!!!

Briana runs back to her house in a panic.

CUT TO

EXT. BRIANA’S STREET

THRILLING DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Briana

runs into her street to find if everything is alright. She

is in shock to see something terrible.

BRIANA’S P.O.V

Briana sees an alien spaceship destroy her house, and her

fathers’ jeep is destroyed by the alien spaceship.

RETURN TO SCENE

BRIANA VIVOR

DADS!!! JAY!!!

Briana runs down the sidewalk and runs into her home.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

ACT 2

FADE IN

INT. BRIANA’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM DESTROYED

In the house Briana sees that her house is on fire and

debris is all over the place.

She looked worried wondering if Jay is alright or her

fathers. Levi comes into the house wondering if Briana is

alright.

LEVI SPENCER

Are you alright?

BRIANA VIVOR

I don’t know. I am just worried

about my brother and fathers.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly there is some movement in the shadows. Levi and

Briana look in the distance wondering who is in the shadows.

Jay slowly walks out from the shadows and now he is an alien

with an insect’s house, big black eyes, green skin and 4

arms.

SAD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Briana is in shock

seeing her brother is an alien. Jay slowly walks up to his

sister. He gives his sister a hug. Briana kneels down and

gives her brother a hug.

Briana starts to CRY and tears come out of her eyes.

BRIANA VIVOR

(crying)

Oh my goodness my brother has

become an alien.

LEVI SPENCER

I am so sorry for this Briana. If

only there is a way to get him back

to normal. Do your fathers know?

BRIANA VIVOR

I don’t know. I don’t know where my

dads are in the house.

Levi sees some clothes on the floor with dust coming out

from them.

LEVI SPENCER

Are those your fathers’ uniforms?

BRIANA’S P.O.V

Briana looks at her fathers’ uniforms on the floor.

RETURN TO SCENE

BRIANA VIVOR

My dads are vaporized?

Briana CRIES again and suddenly the house starts to

COLLAPSE. Levi picks her and Jay up from the floor and runs

out of the house.

CUT TO
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EXT. BRIANA’S HOUSE FRONT YARD

Levi, Briana, and Jay run out of the house. Briana’s house

COLLAPSE into pieces and then the alien spaceship EXPLODES.

Briana CRIES while Jay is in her arms. THRILLING

SCI-FI MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly more alien

spaceships FLOAT down from the sky and land into the street.

Levi and Briana are worried.

JAY VIVOR

(kazoo noise)

Zee, zee, zee, zee,zee,zee

Briana and Levi notice Jay’s alien language and they both

have confuse looks on their faces, don’t know what he is

saying.

LEVI SPENCER

Did Jay just talk in some alien

language?

BRIANA VIVOR

Yes...And I don’t know what he is

saying.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The aliens

FIRE LASERS at them. Briana, Levi, and Jay go onto the

ground to cover themselves from the attack.

LEVI SPENCER

How are we going to get away from

these freaks?

Suddenly the aliens walk up towards them. Briana takes out

her alien begone spray out from her pocket and SPRAYS it at

the aliens. The Aliens SCREAM in pain from the spray. Levi

tackles them to the ground. He grabs Briana’s hand, and he,

Briana, and Jay run into an alien spaceship.

CUT TO

INT. ALIEN SPACESHIP COCKPIT

Briana, Jay, and Levi enter into the alien spaceship

cockpit, and the controls are all colorful and confusing.

Levi and Briana both look confused.

BRIANA VIVOR

OK how are we suppose to pilot this

thing?

(CONTINUED)
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LEVI SPENCER

Um...Start pressing buttons?

CUT TO

EXT. BRIANA’S STREET

The aliens surround the spaceship that Briana, Levi, and Jay

are in. Suddenly LASERS FIRE everywhere out of the

spaceship. The aliens get hit by the lasers, LIGHTS FLASH

out from the ship.

BRIANA VIVOR (V.O)

Not that one.

Robot arms come out from the spaceship and they WAVE around

in the air.

LEVI SPENCER (V.O)

Not that one neither.

POP MUSIC comes out from the alien spaceship.

BRIANA VIVOR (V.O)

Why does an alien spaceship need a

radio?

JAY VIVOR (V.O)

(kazoo noise)

Zee,zee, zee, zee.

The alien spaceship FLIES into the air.

CUT TO

INT. ALIEN SPACESHIP COCKPIT MOVING

Briana, Levi and Jay got control of the alien spaceship.

Levi is piloting the ship and Briana and Jay are sitting in

the chairs.

BRIANA VIVOR

(worried)

This is bad. Real bad. We need to

find our friends and family and try

to get some help.

LEVI SPENCER

Let’s go to the school first, then

look for our families.

CUT TO
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EXT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL

DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The alien

spaceship FLOATS down to the school, where SMOKE comes out

from it.

BRIANA VIVOR (V.O)

Oh no, the aliens get into the

school.

LEVI SPENCER (V.O)

They must have taken down the force

field already.

The door to the alien spaceship OPENS and Briana, Levi, and

Jay run out of the spaceship and into the school.

CUT TO

INT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS

In Woodworth High Briana, Levi and Jay run into the school

looking for their friends. The halls are deserted and DEBRIS

falls from the ceiling, and the LIGHTS FLICKER.

BRIANA VIVOR

The aliens went through this hall

already. Let’s split up and look

for anyone else who is in the

school.

LEVI SPENCER

I’ll check out the weight room,

while you go check on your cheer

squad.

Briana and Levi both kiss each other on the lips and they

both run in different directions to find their friends.

CUT TO

INT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL GYM

Briana OPENS the door to the gym, and it is empty. Briana

and Jay walk in the middle of the gym.

BRIANA VIVOR

Hello?! Is anyone here?

(CONTINUED)
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JAY VIVOR

(kazoo noise)

Zee, zee,zee, zee.

BRIANA VIVOR

Good thinking Jay.

CUT TO

INT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS’ LOCKER ROOM

Briana and Jay walk into the girls’ lockers room, where

Brook, Wanda, and Jasper are huddling in a corner. Jasper

SCREAMS like a girl and collapses to the floor.

Brook and Wanda are relieved that it’s only Briana and Jay.

They stand up from the floor and run up to them.

BRIANA VIVOR

Thank goodness that you guys are

alright. Why is Jasper doing in the

girls’ locker room?

JASPER JASPER

The boy’s locker room smells funny.

BROOK BROOKLYN

That’s why you guys stink.

JASPER JASPER

Hey, I smell like flowers.

WANDA VERISON

You used lavender deodorant all the

time.

JASPER JASPER

You girls smell like lavender and

vanilla why can’t we?

Suddenly KNOCKING comes from the door. They get surprised

and shock by the knocking at the door. SUSPENSEFUL CLASSICAL

MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The door starts SHAKING and BANGING

comes from it.

Briana, Jay, and the others look scared. The door to the

girls’ locker room BURST OPEN and falls to the floor. Jasper

SCREAMS like a girl in fear.

Levi walks into the girls’ locker room and sees that Briana

and Jay and the others are alright.

(CONTINUED)
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LEVI SPENCER

Glad you guys are alright. And

another question. Why is Jasper is

in the girls’ locker room?

JASPER JASPER

The Boys’ locker room smells funny.

WANDA VERISON

Were you spotted by aliens?

LEVI SPENCER

No...I wasn’t.

BRIANA VIVOR

Did you find your friends?

LEVI SPENCER

I got a text from them saying that

they are at the AAAA HQ.

BRIANA VIVOR

And that’s where we are going.

Suddenly 2 ALIEN SOLDIERS who have purple skin, and 3 horns

on their heads come BREAKING through the walls of the girls’

locker room. ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Everyone SCREAMS as they see the aliens. Briana SPRAYS Alien

begone spray in the aliens’ faces. The aliens HISS in pain.

Briana and friends run out of the girls’ locker room.

CUT TO

INT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAY

Briana and her friends run down the hallway to get away from

the aliens.

WANDA VERISON

(scared)

These aliens are totally creepy.

BROOK BROOKLYN

(scared)

I know. I would rather see them in

the movies, not in real life.

JASPER JASPER

(scared)

The aliens must have destroyed the

force field around the school.

(CONTINUED)
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LEVI SPENCER

Let’s find a place to hide and get

away from these aliens before help

arrives.

CUT TO

INT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE CLASS

The kids run into the science classroom to hide from the

aliens. Levi CLOSES the door and throws chairs against the

door to barricade from the aliens.

LEVI SPENCER

We will be safe here for the time

being.

Briana, Jay, Levi, Wanda, Brook, and Jasper hide under the

classroom lab desks.

Suddenly BANGING comes from the front door of the science

classroom. THRILLING SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. The barricade to the classroom door BURST OPEN.

The alien soldiers walk into the classroom.

ALIEN SOLDIER 1

I heard some voices coming from

this room.

ALIEN SOLDIER 2

Are you sure?

ALIEN SOLDIER 1

Yes. These human students must be

hiding here.

The alien soldiers walk through the classroom looking for

Briana and her friends.

Briana is hugging her little brother while covering his

mouth to be quiet.

BRIANA VIVOR

(whispering to Jay)

Don’t worry Jay we will get out

here alive.

JAY VIVOR

(quiet kazoo noise)

Zee, zee?

(CONTINUED)
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BRIANA VIVOR

(whispering to Jay)

I wish I know what you are saying?

ALIEN SOLDIER 1

These humans are good hiders. I

wish I knew where they are hiding.

ALIEN SOLDIER 2

If we find the Great Nova it can

grant your wish.

BRIANA VIVOR (V.O)

The Great Nova? What’s Nova?

The Alien Soldiers walk pass Briana and Jay. Briana has a

serious look on her face wanting to know what is the Great

Nova.

ALIEN SOLDIER 1

The humans are here. Let’s get out

of here.

Suddenly the second alien soldier gets SPRAYED by Alien

Begone spray from Briana. The Alien Soldier SCREAMS in pain.

She throws a punch at the other alien soldier, knocking him

to the floor.

BROOK BROOKLYN

What are you doing Briana?!

JASPER JASPER

Do you want us to get killed?

BRIANA VIVOR

Quiet I have to ask these freaks a

question!

ALIEN SOLDIER 1

What is it human?

BRIANA VIVOR

I want to know what is the Great

Nova. What is it?

ALIEN SOLDIER 2

(answers cowardly)

The Great Nova is the source of all

types of nova powers in the

Universe. It also is the one who

can grant you wishes.

(CONTINUED)
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ALIEN SOLDIER 1

Whoever finds the Great Nova first,

gets their wish granted.

BRIANA VIVOR

Thank you for answering my

question.

Briana raises her alien begone spray at the aliens. She

sprays it, but the can is empty. Briana is surprised and

shocked by her spray can is empty.

BRIANA VIVOR

Should’ve bought another one.

JASPER JASPER

RUN!!!

The kids run out of the science classroom. The Aliens get up

and run after them.

CUT TO

INT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAY

SCI-FI CHASING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Briana,

Jay, and her friends run down the hallway to get away from

the aliens. The Aliens come out from the classroom and FIRE

LASERS down the hall.

Briana, Jay,and the others duck down and cover their heads

from the laser fire.

JASPER JASPER

Don’t they understand there is no

laser fire in school?

LEVI SPENCER

They are aliens they don’t care

about us.

BRIANA VIVOR

Could we at least get out of here

alive before we continue to insult

these aliens?

BROOK BROOKLYN

I agree with Briana let’s get out

of here!!!

They run towards the alien soldiers. Briana, Jay, Brook,

Wanda, and Jasper power slide under the aliens and Levi

tackles the aliens to the floor.

(CONTINUED)
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LEVI SPENCER

Take that alien scums.

Levi picks up 1 of the alien soldiers’ laser blasters and

FIRES it at the other 2 alien soldiers down the hall. The 2

other alien soldiers get hit by the laser fire and fall to

the ground.

LEVI SPENCER

(smiles)

Now that’s a taste of your own

medicine!!!

Levi continues to FIRE LASERS at the alien soldiers while

running backwards down the hallway.

CUT TO

EXT. WOODWORTH HIGH SCHOOL FRONTYARD

Briana, Jay, Jasper, Wanda, Brook, and Levi run of the doors

of the front of the school. The SCREECH to a halt.

ALIEN SOLDIERS some with 1 big eyes, green skin and

tentacles, some with razor sharp claws and teeth, and some

with poke-a-dots all over their bodies surrounds the school.

THRILLING SUSPENSEFUL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Briana and friends look scared and worried about the alien

soldiers.

The alien soldiers raise their laser blasters at Briana her

and friends. Briana and Levi hold hands while Briana hugs

Jay.

BRIANA VIVOR

It’s going to be OK Jay. Just to

let you know...I love you little

brother.

JAY VIVOR

(kazoo noise)

Zee, zee,zee...zee

HEROIC SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly

LASER FIRE comes down from the sky. The Alien Soldiers dodge

the incoming laser fire and run for safety.

Several AAAA Spaceships ZOOM down from the sky and FLY over

the school. Dozens of AAAA Soldiers leap from their

spaceships and PARACHUTE from the sky.

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL "HOLT LEERAY" HOT SHOT in his late 30’s, handsome,

muscular, charming, reliable, goofy, arrogant, caring, has

blonde hair and 1 green eye and 1 red eye lands on the

ground.

GENERAL "HOLT LEERAY" HOTSHOT

All Quadruple A Soldiers attack the

enemy. Make sure that all aliens

are terminated.

AAAA SOLDIERS

(together)

Yes sir.

All of the AAAA Soldiers run out and FIRE LASERS at the

alien soldiers.

GENERAL "HOLT LEERAY" HOTSHOT

You kids may want to go on the

ground for a minute.

Briana, Jay, and friends lay down on the ground. General

Hotshot’s glow WHITE and FIRES ENERGY BEAMS out from them.

The Alien soldiers get hit by the laser fire and fall to the

ground.

JAY VIVOR

(kazoo noise)

Zee, zee, zee, zee.

WANDA VERISON

What did he say?

BRIANA VIVOR

He said "that was so cool".

JASPER JASPER

I know...Where did he get those

powers?

GENERAL "HOLT LEERAY" HOTSHOT

You mean my Nova power? Well, this

power is part of a group of powers

called Nova. And you get these

powers from cosmic events.

BRIANA VIVOR

Did that happen with my brother?

General Hotshot kneels down to Jay. He has a confuse look on

his face.

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL "HOLT LEERAY" HOTSHOT

He looks like a lost alien child to

me.

BRIANA VIVOR

But he got turned into an alien

after an alien space ship crashed

into my house.

GENERAL "HOLT LEERAY" HOTSHOT

If that’s the case you kids better

look at the security cameras in and

outside of the house to make sure,

but now let’s get you guys to the

quadruple A Headquarters.

General Hotshot and the AAAA Soldiers walk back to their

spaceships.

SERIOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Briana has a

serious look on her face.

BRIANA VIVOR

You know with that incident with

those alien soldiers, I think there

is a way to return Jay back to

normal.

WANDA VERISON

Don’t you think there is something

called the Great Nova that could

return your brother back to normal?

BRIANA VIVOR

(serious)

Yes. And it’s the only way to

return my brother to normal. They

say if anyone who finds it first

get’s their wish granted, so I am

going to be the one to get to find

it first.

Levi has a serious look on his face and smiles.

LEVI SPENCER

If you are going to find this great

nova thing...Then count me in.

HEROIC RISING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Levi holds

Briana’s hand. Wanda smiles and agrees with Levi.

(CONTINUED)
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WANDA VERISON

If your boyfriend is going into

space and find this nova thing,

then count me in too.

JASPER JASPER

Same with me...What? I may be a

chicken but I really want to

explore space.

BROOK BROOKLYN

Your best friend is coming with you

too.

Briana, Levi, Brook, Jasper, and Wanda put their hands onto

each other. Jay puts his hand onto the top of the pile and

has a smile on his face.

BRIANA VIVOR

Tomorrow, we will join the AAAA and

find the Great Nova.

FADE TO

INT. DREADASAUR’S SPACESHIP THRONE ROOM

Meanwhile in space DREADASAUR evil, cruel, bullheaded, bad

tempered psychopath, intelligent, wearing, purple and gold

dinosaur theme armor, and a red cape is looking out the

throne room window.

DREADASAUR

It appears that someone else in the

cosmos is looking for the Great

Nova as well.

Dreadasaur looks away from the window and walks away from it

with his arms behind his back.

DREADASAUR

No matter.

CUT TO

INT. DREADASAUR’S SPACESHIP HANGERS

Dreadasaur walks into the hangers and walks up to the

railings of the balcony.

(CONTINUED)
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DREADASAUR

He won’t stand a chance against

me...And my robot army.

Dreadasaur looks down over the balcony to his army of

robotic soldiers.

FADE TO BLACK


